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Abstract

The Torino 2006 XX Winter Olympic Games  have just ended, with results that the 
organisers and public opinion consider satisfactory on the whole. This article is a first 
attempt at analysing the Games, with an emphasis on the economic and organisational 
aspects.  
The basic  question  is:  “What  kind of  Games  were  Torino 2006?”.  To provide  an 
answer, we have analysed the reasons behind the bid, the organisational model chosen, 
the economic scale of the event, and provided a detailed study of the scope of the 
standard objections to hosting the Games.
The paper therefore aims to provide a contribution to the literature (still rather limited) 
about the Winter Olympics, whose growing size and profile justifies the need for a 
more careful, broader analysis. 
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Foreword
In spite of the growing dimensions of the Olympic Games (“Citius Altius Fortius”), 
and the huge attention the media devote to them, there is a remarkable lack of reliable 
and consistent economic data about them. Furthermore, researchers have focused their 
studies  more  on  the  Summer  than  on  the  Winter  Olympic  Games  (WOG),  still 
perceiving the former as more prestigious and universal (Schantz, 2006, pp.49-53), 
although  for  recent  Games  the  cost  per  inhabitant  is  even  higher  for  the  Winter 
Olympics (Preuss, 2004, p.33), which are becoming ever larger in terms of absorbed 
resources (Preuss, 2002a, p. 40). 
In  fact,  as  Richard  Cashman  (2003)  puts  it,  “Olympic  budgets  are  both  political, 
contentious and notoriously unreliable” (p.7). A basic if naïve explanation is that host 
cities (and OCOGs) may hide certain expenditures or shift them to other budgets. For 
example,  in  the  official  final  report  by the  OCOG, it  is  usual  for  the expenditure 
incurred  for  the  Olympic  infrastructures  not  to  appear,  as  it  is  shown  in  the 
government’s public works budget instead (or in the budget of another body specially 
created for the purpose). This is probably due to the fear that disclosing the full costs 
of staging an Olympic Games might diminish the degree of public support for this 
event (Cashman). 
This paper is an attempt at a first economic and organisational analysis of Torino 2006 
Winter Olympic Games, held in Turin in February.
It is designed to highlight and discuss some of the peculiarities (if any) of this edition 
of the Winter Olympics,  by comparing them with some of the other recent Games 
which have gone before. 
The fact that the official data is not yet fully available (at the time of writing, TOROC, 
Torino's OCOG, had not yet completed its official report to the IOC) forced us to rely, 
in certain highlighted cases, on provisional values or estimates. This also prevented us 
from applying more sophisticated means of analysis (most importantly, an attempt to 
realise a cost-benefit analysis: Kesenne, 2005), which would be better carried out with 
more complete, accurate data.
Despite the above restrictions, this paper highlights some of the interesting aspects of 
Torino 2006, which will certainly not be remembered as a “run-of-the-mill” edition of 
the Games. 

1. The peculiarities of Turin’s bid
Turin is located in the Piedmont Region in the North – Western part of Italy. It was the 
first  capital  of  Italy  and is  known worldwide  as  Italy’s  car  manufacturing  capital, 
indissolubly connected with FIAT, which has given Turin its well known image of a 
“one company town”.
Recently,  as in its  past  (Bagnasco, 1986, 1990; Barbano, 1992), Turin has faced a 
period of intense change of identity due to a process of de-industrialization. This is 
well  reflected  in  its  urban transformation,  formalised  in  the  1995 Urban  Planning 
Scheme which has gradually been implemented (Filippi & Mellano, 2004, p. 24), and 
in the adoption of the Strategic Plan in 2000 “aimed at  developing a strategic vision 
for the future of the city” (Rosso, 2004, p. 18). Many images have been explored in the 
attempt to propose something other than FIAT (Vanolo, 2004, p. 9).
Turin  presented  its  bid  to  the  IOC for  the  first  time  in  1998.  Its  application  was 
immediately accepted, and overcame competition from the Swiss town of Sion in the 
last round: this had already happened three times before (Sarajevo 1984, Albertville 
1992 and Nagano 1998) out of the past eight editions. From this angle, then, there is 
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nothing exceptional about Torino 2006. What is exceptional, however, is perhaps the 
low profile that the application received in terms of public opinion, not only in Italy as 
a whole but also in Piedmont and Turin.  
Its  bid emerged from the city’s  close-knit  political  and financial  élite,  influentially 
represented in the CIO by Giovanni Agnelli,  at that time the honorary chairman of 
FIAT. The bid was seen as a unique opportunity to schedule and accelerate changes in 
line with the prospects defined by its Strategic Plan (Torino Internazionale, 2000, p. 
10). 
One of the strategic lines of the Plan is to promote Turin as a city of culture, tourism, 
commerce and sport. 
It starts with the cultural wealth of Turin and a tourism development project that will 
result in strong growth. In this perspective the 2006 Winter Olympics can be a catalyst 
for  development  and  international  promotion,  thus  offering  an  opportunity  for 
promoting sports by building new sports facilities and improving the existing ones for 
the  Winter  Olympics,  encouraging  the  internationalization  of  sports  in  Turin  and 
fostering sports-related tourism. 
“Piedmont  wishes  to  devote  the  coming  years  to  re-launching  its  tourism  sector, 
paying special attention to the Alpine areas and to its rich historical heritage” (Dossier 
1 of bid, p. 42, unpublished document given by M. Bocconcino, advisor to the Ufficio 
Torino 2006 of Region of Piedmont, personal interview, May 15, 2006). 
Besides, the Alpine area around Turin, particularly the valleys of Susa and Pinerolo, 
already  had  experience  with  staging  important  winter  sports  events  such  as  the 
numerous  World  Cup  competitions  and  the  1997  edition  of  the  Ski  World 
Championships in Sestriere. 
The large territory occupied by the Olympics  at  Torino 2006 and the fact  that  the 
venues were scattered not only throughout Turin itself, but also in the town of Pinerolo 
and, for the snow competitions, in six districts of the Upper Chisone Valley and Upper 
Susa  Valley  (Pragelato,  Claviere,  Sestriere,  Cesana  -  Sansicario,  Sauze  d’Oulx, 
Bardonecchia) sets Torino 2006 apart from previous editions of the WOG.   

3. Torino 2006 compared to past editions of WOGs
We will now try to understand how Torino takes its place among the previous editions 
of the Games. 
Turin, with its population of about 901,000, is the biggest host city of the last eight 
editions  (table 1).
Table 1 -  WOG, last eight editions: locations, population of the host cities and duration

Sources: Chappelet (2002); TOROC  (2006);  www.provincia.torino.it

Lake 
Placid
1980

Sarajevo
1984

Calgary
1988

Albertville
1992

Lillehammer
1994

Nagano
1998

Salt Lake 
City 2002

Torino
2006

County population 2,700 448,000 640,000 20,000 24,000 362,000 852,000 2,214,934

Region/State New York Bosnia Alberta Savoy Oppland Nagano Utah Piedmont

Country United 
States Bosnia Canada France Norway Japan United 

States Italy

Number of days 12 12 16 16 16 16 17 16
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Map 1 - Torino 2006: a complex spatial structure on a regional scale

The Susa 
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The increasing importance and dimension of the Winter Olympic Games is well 
documented in table 2. 

Table 2 - Winter Olympic Games at a glance: a few key statistics

Lake Placid
1980

Sarajevo
1984

Calgary
1988

Albertville
1992

Lillehammer
1994

Nagano
1998

Salt  Lake 
City
2002

Torino
2006

Events 39 40 46 57 61 68 78 84
Sports 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Nations 37 49 57 64 67 72 77 80
Athletes 1,072 1,278 1,445 1,808 1,737 2,305 2,399 2,500
Media 3,983 7,852 7,124 7,407 8,145 10,376 8,730 10,000
Volunteers 6,703 10,450 9,498 8,647 9,054 32,579 22,000 20,000

Sources: Preuss  (2002a);  Lake  Placid  OCOG  (1980);  Sarajevo  OCOG  (1984); 
TOROC (2006)

The number of the events, the nations taking part in the Games, the volunteers and 
athletes, as well as media exposure, has more than doubled in the last eight editions. 
Torino added six more events to Salt Lake City 2002, whilst, provided that the IOC 
(rule 9 of the Olympic Charter) still supports the idea that sports included in the 
Winter Games schedule should be practised on snow or ice, their number has not 
changed.
Another important indicator of the growth of the Games is the level of OCOG’s 
revenue  and  expenditure  from  1980  to  2006,  calculated  so  as  to  exclude  all 
investments related to the Olympics.

Table  3  –  Costs,  revenues  and  final  balance  of  the  OCOGs  from the  past  eight 
editions of the Winter Olympics (figures in US$ million, at 2000 constant prices)

 
Lake 

Placid  Sarajevo  Calgary  Albertville Lillehammer  Nagano
Salt Lake 

City Torino 
 1980 1984 1988 1992 1994 1998 2002 2006
Revenues 97.6 277.81 626 800 525 1050 1264 1300
Costs 115.36 72.93 590 859 868 1002 1317 1333
Profit or 
loss -17.76 204.87 36 -59 -343 48 -54 -33
 
Sources: Authors’  elaboration  from  Chappelet  (2002),  Lake  Placid  OCOG  (1980), 
Sarajevo OCOG (1984), TOROC (2006). 

Notes: The  formula used  to  transform data  originally  expressed  in  current  local  currency is  as 
follows: Data at constant price = Data at current local currency prices * Exchange rate * Constant 
Price Index  2000. 
Used exchange rates: 1 US $ (1984) = 94 Yugoslav dinars; 1 US $ (1988) = 1.30 Canadian $; 1 US 
$ (1992) = 6 French francs; 1 US $ (1994) = 6 Norwegian kroners; 1 US $ (1998) = 115 yens; 1US 
$ (2006) = 0.83 Euros. 
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Constant  Price Index = (100/ US Consumer Price Index): 1980  = 2.09; 1984 = 1.66; 1988 = 1.46; 
1992 = 1.23; 1994 = 1.16; 1998 = 1.06; 2000 = 1.00; 2002 = 0.96; 2006 = 0.89 (estimated with 
autoregressive model AR(1)). More precisely, we cannot reject the hypothesis that the series has a 
unit root and the data are well fitted by random walk with drift)  (US Consumer Price Index data are 
from United Nations Statistics Division).
___________________________________________________________________

The data, made comparable by converting figures into US dollars at constant 2000 
prices, show that more often than not, the OCOG ran into a deficit, although modest 
(except Lillehammer 1994), covered in different ways in the different countries by 
public authorities, both at central and local level.
TOROC  experienced  a  deficit  of  US  $  38  million  (Preliminary  balance, 
unpublished  document  given  by  M.  San  Pietro,  Finance  &  Legal  Managing 
Director, TOROC, personal interview, June 20, 2006, p. 5), 2.5% of its revenue.
In 2004 it appeared that the financial forecasts for the next year were worrying. A 
potential deficit of US $ 193 million was estimated. For this reason Sviluppo Italia 
S.p.A., a public corporation, was entrusted with several tasks related to publicising 
and promoting the area (for example the “Look of the Games”), activities which 
had previously been TOROC’s duties. Sviluppo Italia received a contribution of US 
$ 96 million under Article 7 of Law 43/2005 and another one of US $ 12 million for 
the year 2005, US $ 12 million for the year 2006 and US $ 36 million for the year 
2007 under Article 8 of Law 80/2005.
A few months  before  the  Winter  Olympics  began,  a  new shortage  of  US $ 77 
million emerged in the TOROC budget, partly because of a cut in the Government’s 
Budget as  stated  in  the  Finance  Act.  This  deficit  was  covered  by  Torino  City 
Council,  and by the Piedmont Region with a sponsorship agreement.  An instant 
lottery called “Torino 2006” was also organised (Marrone & Sensini, 2005) under 
Art. 3 of Law 49/2006 to bring in financial support of up to US $ 36 million for the 
Winter Olympic Games. 

4. Peculiarities of Torino's governance model 
The organisation of Torino 2006 meant, on the one hand (it could not be otherwise) 
accepting  the  strict  general  rules  of  the  IOC.  On  the  other  hand,  organisation 
progressed through several original governance solutions, rightly considered to be 
essential  so  that,  given the complex framework of Italian institutions,  the event 
would  be  staged  with  no  hitches.  The  official  authorities  were  the  standard 
institutions (IOC, 2003), above all two: the IOC, which directed and masterminded 
the whole procedure and awarded organisation of the XX Winter Games jointly to 
CONI (Italian National Olympic Committee) and the city of Turin; TOROC, the 
local Organising Committee for the Olympic Games (OCOG), with the status of a 
private law foundation, chaired by Valentino Castellani, mayor of Turin at the time 
of the winning bid. 

         Relations between the parties were disciplined by the Host City Contract, signed in 
Seoul on 19 June 1999 between IOC, CONI and the City of Turin. Among other 
things,  the  contract  exempts  the  IOC  from  all  financial  liability  deriving  from 
management of the XX Winter Games, and sets out all the organisers’ obligations.  
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To raise the required investments, in compliance with the contractual obligations 
assumed by CONI and the host city, the Italian government, with Law 285/2000, 
later amended with Law. 43/2003, founded  Agenzia Torino 2006,  a public body 
with the dual function of acting as general contractor,  and responsibility for the 
timely completion  of  the planned works.  This  Law financed the works,  defined 
certain  limited  changes  to  standard  procedures  for  public  works  in  order  to 
complete the plans, and authorised an environmental impact analysis, never carried 
out before in Italy, involving local bodies (in this regard: Mondini et al., 2001). 
Compliance  with the commitments  and timeframes  required (highlighted  by the 
prompt testing of  all  the  new facilities  with  demanding trial  events  held in the 
spring and winter of 2005) was made possible thanks to the skill and dedication of 
the staff of TOROC and Agenzia Torino 2006. In order to achieve its mission, the 
agency deployed advanced, complex project management, previously unknown in 
the Italian public sector (M. Piovano, deputy general director, Agenzia Torino 2006, 
personal interview, May 4, 2006; information at www.agenziatorino2006.org).
Equally  innovative  methods  were  used  to  ensure  effective  system  governance, 
which required the coordination of a large number of parties involved at various 
levels  –  political,  technical,  public and private.  For  this  purpose,  the Region of 
Piedmont  founded  a  special  department,  the  Struttura  Torino  2006  (which 
incorporated an executive committee with members from the management of all the 
institutions  involved).  The  department  performed  an  important,  delicate  and 
effective procedural task, involving hundreds of meetings held (sometimes daily) 
with the participation of all parties involved, and on a substantial level, effectively 
resolving all  problems as and when they arose (G. Bottero, director of Struttura 
Torino  2006,  personal  interview,  April  27,  2006;  information  at 
www.regione.piemonte.it/to2006/).
 

5. Which financing model for Torino 2006: public, private or mixed?
The budget for the Olympic Games may be distinguished into two broad categories:
– the organisation itself
– the infrastructures for the event.
The Olympics are now so important that host cities cannot finance them alone. It is 
mandatory to have outside funding, be it private or public.
Turin, like most of the contemporary host cities, chose the mixed model, with a 
clear  prevalence  of  private  funding  for  organisational  expenses  (incurred  by 
TOROC) and a clear prevalence of public funding for investments.  
In actual fact, the involvement of private organisations in Olympic investments was 
extremely limited in terms of quantity (about 6% of expenditure: table 6,) and scope 
(it  affected  only  two  Media  Villages  in  Torino  and  the  Olympic  Village  at 
Sestriere). Most of the funding came from the Italian national government, therefore 
we could say that this represents a net inflow of resources for the local economy (in 
the public sector, the two major local governments, the Region of Piedmont and the 
City of Turin, contributed 5% of the total).
The rationale behind the public financing of Olympic investment lies in the spill-
over effects or externalities it can produce in the longer term. This, in turn, means 
improved facilities and better services for residents (i.e. a better quality of life), and 
a platform for new future economic activities that can generate additional income 
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(mainly  in  the  tourism sector).  Increasingly,  each mega event  like  the  Olympic 
Games puts an emphasis on major infrastructure projects and has been seen as an 
opportunity to build significant public works, like new roads, to expand airports or 
to improve the existing ones. Torino 2006 is no exception to this trend, as we shall 
see soon. 

5.1 Torino 2006: an “expensive” or “cheap” Winter Games?
Was Torino 2006  an “expensive” or “cheap” edition of the Games? Expensive 
games  occur  when  extensive  investments  are  made  in  transport  infrastructures, 
communication systems, housing and sports facility construction. On the contrary, 
the  Games  are  “cheap”  if  costs  are  largely  limited  to  those  which  are  strictly 
necessary to run the Games (Preuss, 2002b, p. 4). 
The organisational model of any Olympic Games is a mirror of the objectives that 
the host city wants to achieve (Brunet, 1995, p. 3) and the characteristics of the host 
city.
As already seen, the main objective of Turin’s bid can be seen as the willingness to 
accelerate a process of transformation of the city which had already started, and to 
promote tourism, both in Turin and in the Olympic valleys. 
Concerning the type of city, the choice of Turin as host confirms the trend towards 
holding  the  Games  in  major  (or  at  least  medium-sized)  cities,  a  tendency  that 
characterized the period between 1964 and 1988 (with the sole exception of Lake 
Placid in 1980), interrupted by Albertville in 1992 and Lillehammer  in 1994. A 
natural implication of this choice is that Turin itself only hosted a few ice events 
(namely,  skating and hockey),  which meant  that other venues had to be located 
outside the city, thus generating high costs for transportation,  road construction, 
communication networks, and two Olympic Villages in the valleys, but, at the same 
time, creating benefits for a larger area (see figure 1). 
Figure 1– Geographical and sectorial distribution of Agenzia Torino 2006 
investments (US $ million)
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Source: Authors’ elaboration on data from Agenzia Torino 2006.
For  these  reasons,  there  is  no  doubt  that  Torino  2006  can  be  qualified  as  an 
“expensive” Games. 
The Law 285/00 was passed for the public interventions needed for the Games, 
providing  for  construction  of  the  sports  facilities  and  the  Olympic  and  road 
infrastructures  (three  appendices  to  the  Law  list,  respectively:  the  competition 
venues, the building infrastructures, and the planned roadworks).  
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The Law also provides for the construction of so-called “connected public works” 
(works “connected” to the staging of the Olympics), but defers the listing of such 
works to a subsequent bill (to be passed in agreement with the Region of Piedmont, 
TOROC, CONI and the City of Turin). The major aim of these “connected works” 
is a general redevelopment of the area involved in the Olympic Games that makes it 
possible to use the Games as a unique opportunity for developing and promoting 
tourism, even after the mega event. 
According to this aim several lines of intervention were identified: development of 
the winter tourist areas, the road infrastructures, the sewer system, the aqueducts, 
the sanitary system, etc.
The cost of the connected public works totals US $ 429 million, of which US $ 273 
million was financed by the government under the Law 285/00.
Moreover, the Region of Piedmont, in an attempt to extend the positive spin-off of 
the  Games  to  the  regional  areas  not  directly  involved,  adopted  the  “Regional 
Programme of tourist and sport infrastructures – Piedmont 2006” (Art. 21 of the 
Regional  Law 166/02).  This  Programme  aims at  developing  and improving the 
infrastructures  of  the  non-Olympic  areas  with  particular  attention  given  to  the 
winter resorts,  in order to bridge the gap between the Olympic Valleys  and the 
others in term of technology, infrastructures and tourist services. These works are 
called  “accompanying  public  works”  (“Opere  di  accompagnamento”).  The  total 
amount spent on these constructions is US $ 388 million, of which US $ 202 was 
financed by the central government and the remaining US $ 186 by the Region of 
Piedmont from its own budget (unpublished document given by G. Bottero, director 
of Struttura Torino 2006, personal interview, April 27, 2006).
Other allocations came from the government Budgets in 2001, 2002, 2003 and from 
the local public authorities (Filippi & Mellano, 2006, p. 280)..
The above should lead us to consider that Torino 2006 represented a catalyst for 
external resources (not only for the city of Turin, but for the Olympic areas as a 
whole, and to a lesser extent, for the whole of Piedmont), which puts the city in a 
favourable  position in terms of post-Olympic development. 

6. An analysis of the financial flows of Torino 2006
6.1. TOROC 
The TOROC budget from the dossier for Turin’s first bid, drawn up on June 30, 
1998, showed a surplus of US $ 35 million1 (Dossier 1 of bid, p. 86, unpublished 
document given by  M., Bocconcino, consultant to the  Ufficio Torino  2006 of the 
Region of Piedmont, personal interview, May 15, 2006).
In reality,  the forecast  of a surplus did not  materialise,  and TOROC incurred a 
deficit of about the same amount as the predicted surplus: US $ 38 million (table 4).
Table 4 shows the revenues and the costs of TOROC, as of May 2006 (Preliminary 
balance, pp. 3-4, unpublished document given by M. San Pietro, Finance & Legal 
Managing Director, TOROC, personal interview, June 20, 2006) divided by line of 
expenditure, i.e. the administrative sectors through which TOROC carried out its 
functions  (broadly  speaking,  they  correspond  to  a  division  of  functions  or 
specialisations)1. 

1
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Table 4 -  TOROC revenues and costs: figures in US$ million, preliminary balance, 
May 2006
Directions Revenues Costs

Accommodation and accreditation 6 434 286 62 946 337
Environment 96 381 7 699 383
Administration, finance and legal 676 287 707 86 858 127
Communication and external relations 89 695 2 783 729
Contingency 0 11 445 783
Management 7 573 300 31 551 755
Food & Cleaning 3 031 084 44 108 265
Paralympic Games 52 768 290 2 981 892
Image and events 661 571 103 086 528
Infrastructures and utilities 2 922 080 191 916 840
Intern. Relation and services 447 822 19 653 077
Marketing and sponsorship 617 065 690 103 000 982
Operation, support 24 530 465 41 206 489
Planning of the Games and IOC liaison 37 3 271 947
Procurement 2 598 4 205 345
Relation with the territory 189 180 6 995 373
Relation with the press 3 933 4 511 453
Human resources and organization 503 827 41 474 098
General services 43 108 24 557 040
Services for the press 577 12 312 727
Medical services 7 146 419 13 303 127
Security 15 586 184 29 907 873
Sport and NOC services 8 910 507 36 014 028
Operations development and integration 182 745 3 132 951
Technology 42 571 301 246 582
TOBO 32 214 467 141 088 124
Transportation and logistic 1 158 963 63 632 941
Venue management 735 446 83 162 005
Volunteers 16 18 212 867
Total 1 458 628 948 1 496 267 666

Source: TOROC Preliminary balance, May 2006

1 As the reader will realize, there is a difference of US$ 3 million in the dimension of TOROC’ 
deficit between table 2 (based on a synthetic account)  and 4 (based on an analytic one), that authors 
could not cope with. Only the final and yet to come TOROC report to IOC will tell us which of the 
two is the real one.
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All the lines of expenditure show a loss, except for “administration, finance and 
legal”, “marketing and sponsorship” and the “Paralympic Games”. In particular, the 
item showing greatest revenue is “administration, finance and legal”  (Preliminary 
balance,  p.  9,  unpublished document  given by  M. San Pietro,  Finance & Legal 
Managing  Director,  TOROC,  personal  interview,  June  20,  2006).  Among  other 
things, this represents 92% of the revenue from the first line of expenditure. If one 
considers the management data (Preliminary balance, p.61) we see that 74% of the 
revenue from “administration, finance and legal” comes from the sale of tickets and 
television rights, and 19% from the item “hedging costs and income” (in particular 
“interest due on exchange rates” due to depreciation of the dollar) (Games Budget  
01/02/2006, p. 22, unpublished document given by M. San Pietro, Finance & Legal, 
Managing Director, TOROC, personal interview, June 20, 2006).
The  accounts  show  a  positive  balance  for  the  Paralympic  Games,  although  in 
percentage terms this is far lower than that of the other two lines of expenditure. It 
is  possible  that  this  is  a  profit  with  a  value  only  in  accounting  terms:  the 
Paralympics  certainly  benefited  from  all  of  the  organisational  structure  of  the 
Olympics, but the actual costs were not attributed to them. 
The  third  and  final  line  of  expenditure  which  generated  profits  was  that  of 
“marketing and sponsorship”, which includes the costs and income deriving from 
sponsors,  suppliers and licence holders. These items, together with television rights 
and ticketing, represent (as also highlighted in literature: Preuss, 2004, pp. 95-192), 
the main source of income for the OCOGs. 

6.1.2 Revenue from ticketing, television rights, marketing and sponsorship
Generally speaking revenue from tickets is rising, but at a quite low rate and it is 
not a primary source of income for the Games.
In the case of Torino 2006 we notice lower revenues (although high in absolute 
value), for all three types, compared to those of Salt Lake City (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - TORINO 2006 main revenues in comparison to past Winter Games (US$ 
million at constant 2000 prices)
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Around 900,000 tickets were sold for spectators at the sporting events (L. Falomo, 
Osservatorio regionale sul turismo, personal e-mail, May 30, 2006) compared to 
the 1.5 million at Salt Lake City (Figure 3). The average price for each competition 
varied  between  a  minimum  of  US  $  39  and  a  maximum  of  US  $  1452 

(www.montagnedoc.it).

Figure 3 - TORINO 2006 number of tickets sold in comparison to past WOGs
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Sources: Authors’  elaboration  from  Chappelet  (2002),  TOROC  (2006), 
Osservatorio regionale del turismo, ANSA

2 Based on a highly approximate calculation, if we consider an average price of US$ 90, the figures 
appear to be in line with those of the preliminary reports of TOROC, in which revenue from sale of 
the 900,000 tickets totalled US$ 80 million.
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The income from this source, however, is likely to rise again at the next Winter 
Olympics, where 1.8 million tickets will be available (www.vancouver2010.com, 
July 24, 2006). 
As  far  as  television  rights  are  concerned,  by  far  the  most  important  source  of 
revenue out of the three taken into consideration, we can see a trend rising over 
time, although its absolute value was, for Torino 2006, less than that of Salt Lake 
City or Nagano, and very similar to that of Lillehammer.
The main cause for the drop in income can certainly be found in the changed policy 
for  distribution  of  income  between  the  IOC  and  the  various  OCOGs.  Indeed, 
between 1996 and 2004, the percentage of income due to the IOC equalled 40%, 
while  from 2004  and  until  2008  the  IOC  will  receive  51%  of  the  income  for 
television rights,  thus reducing the portion due to the OCOGs (Preuss,  2004, p. 
110).  Moreover,  from  Salt  Lake  City  onwards,  negotiations  for  the  award  of 
television  rights  has  been  entirely  down  to  the  IOC,  and  takes  place  prior  to 
formation of the future OCOG (Preuss, p. 116).    
The reason for the reduced contribution by sponsors at Turin compared to Salt Lake 
City  could  be  due  to  the  smaller  scope  of  the  Italian  (and  European)  market 
compared to that of the USA. In any event, revenue from sponsorship was very 
similar to that of Nagano, and much higher than the revenue for the editions prior to 
1998 (although as can be seen in Figure 4, the number of sponsors and licensees 
was far lower from the Calgary 1988 onwards).  

Figure 4 - TORINO 2006 number of sponsors, suppliers and licence holders in 
comparison to past WOGs.
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6.2 Agenzia Torino 2006
State funding was distributed via the Law 285/2000. Joint funding ventures were 
also carried out on the same works, and the most significant of these came from the 
City of Turin. The Region of Piedmont co-financed only three projects. 
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Table  5  compares  the  budget  drawn  up  in  1998  when  the  initial  dossier  was 
presented, with costs remodelled to April 2006 by the Agenzia Torino 2006 for the 
construction of sports facilities, media and Olympic villages (Plan of works with  
final uses remodelled to 18 April 2006, unpublished document given by P. Perico, 
Director of Administration, Finance and Contracts, Agenzia Torino 2006, personal 
interview, May 4, 2006).
The cost variance is rather high, evidenced by the fact that actual costs increased by 
53% with respect  to  the budget.  The discrepancy was  obvious even during the 
transition from the feasibility stage to the preliminary study, which revealed the 
initial problems with planning (e.g. higher costs than expected for the expropriation 
of land at Cesana; the discovery of asbestos at Oulx while work was in progress 
which meant that the bobsleigh track had to be moved to Cesana Pariol, with the 
inevitable extra costs).  In addition,  sports  federations sometimes requested (and 
obtained) costly modifications to the facilities. Finally, the cost stated in the bid 
dossier considers each hockey training area, not to build an ice rink) (P. Perico, 
Administration, Finance & Contracts Director at Agenzia Torino 2006, telephone 
communication, August 8, 2006)
 
Table 5 – Comparison of 1998 Budget and actual 2006 costs for sports 
infrastructures, media and Olympic villages (US $ million at constant 2000 prices).

SPORT FACILITIES Budget in 
1998

Final cost 
in 2006

Sestriere - Alpine skiing 15 25

Claviere - Ski training 7 12

Cesana Sansicario - Alpine skiing 31 27

Cesana Sansicario - Biathlon 6 28

Pragelato - Cross Country Skiing 18 24

Pragelato - Ski jumping 33 37

Bardonecchia - Alpine skiing 22 6

Bardonecchia - Snowboard 6 22

Cesana Pariol - Bobsleigh and skeleton 45 93

Sauze d'Oulx - Free style 8 18

Torino - Ice Sport 192 266

Pinerolo - Palasport Curling 10 18

Torre Pellice - Hockey training 1 12

Olympic Village 80 174

Media Villages 155 205

Total cost 631 967
Sources: Dossier 1 of bid, p. 88; Agenzia Torino 2006
sports facility but does not take into account the related works, nor the changes 
made as work progressed (e.g. at Torre Pellice there had only been plans to set up a 
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Table 6 shows the expenditure items of the Agenzia Torino 2006 divided by type 
and source of funding.
   
Table 6 - Expenditure items of Agenzia Torino 2006 divided by type and source of 
funding (US $ million at constant 2000 prices). 

Source: Authors’ elaboration on data from Agenzia Torino 2006.

The funds were spent, in order of priority, on road infrastructures (46.34%), sports 
facilities  (29.61%),  housing,  offices  and  commercial  sites  (23.69%)  and 
environmental infrastructures (0.34%).
Sixty-five per cent of total funding was distributed by the Law 285/00, while the 
remaining  35%  by  Torino  City  Council  (3.5%),  Region  of  Piedmont  (2%), 
CIPE (the interdepartmental committee for economic planning: 3.5%), ANAS (the 
national  public  corporation  of  roads:  5%),  ATIVA  (the  Torino-Aosta  Valley 
highway corporation:  5%),  SITAF (the Italian corporation for the Frejus  tunnel: 
7%), ARPA (the public regional agency in charge of environmental prevention and 
protection: 1%), private investors (6%), and other expenses of Agenzia Torino 2006 
(2%).
It is absolutely evident that participation by private investors was not so significant 
in paying for the infrastructures. The attempt to attract more private investors did 
not have the result that was hoped for at the beginning of the process. The important 
opportunity to spread a new mentality, more open to change and optimistic about 
the future amongst private operators, seems to have been lost, so far.
The public sector played a major part in financing the XX WOG. If we take into 
account all  the expenses for the Winter  Olympic  Games,  the Province of Turin 
spent a total of US $ 71 million divided as follows: US $ 67 million on investment 
goods and US $ 4 million on current expenses (unpublished document given by R. 
Doglione, Finance manager director, Province of Turin, personal interview, March 
3, 2006). Its role was fairly marginal compared to the other public entities.
Turin City Council  gave a financial  support  of US $ 261 million in investment 
goods and of US $ 84 million in running expenses. Total funding was US $ 345 
million (Olympic expenses of  the Municipality  of  Torino,  unpublished document 
given by P.  Lubbia, Communications Coordinator, Olympics and City Promotion, 
Torino City Council, personal interview, May 26, 2006).  

7. The economic impact

 L.285/2000 Other sources of 
funding Total cost

Infrastructures 479 544 1023
Housing, offices, commercial sites 308 215 523

Sports facilities 631 23 654
Environmental infrastructures 7 1 8

Total 1425 768 2207
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The costs and benefits of Olympic Games are matters of continuing debate before, 
during and after the Games.
Generally,  estimates  of  the  economic  impact  of  mega  events  are  inflated  to 
convince sceptical taxpayers to spend public funds. Indeed, independent studies of 
mega events often conclude that ex ante estimates of the economic benefits of these 
events overestimate the actual ex post benefits.
In 2005, the Unione Industriale di Torino together with TOROC presented a study 
on the economic effects of the XX WOG, which estimated the impact on the added 
value and on employment of expenditure, using an open-structured multi-regional, 
intersectorial table. This table summarises the existing links between the various 
branches and regions of the Italian economy, and the links between Italy's economy 
and the rest of the world (Unione Industriale di Torino, & Torino 2006, 2005). The 
level  of  household  consumption  in  this  model  is  determined  by added  regional 
value, via expenditure multipliers.
The investment  expenditure  considered was not  only that  for  the Olympics  and 
related works, but also expenditure for large-scale works to improve access to the 
area hosting the Games (among other things,  the high-capacity  Turin-Milan rail 
link, the underground, Turin’s railway stations), for other important public works 
(the new civic library and theatre),  for the investments funded by the European 
Union’s Structural Funds, designed to promote tourism in the Olympic areas, for 
the  initiatives  funded  by  the  regional  law  18/99  which  created  incentives  for 
improvements to tourist accommodation and the promotion, communications and 
publicity by local bodies and sponsors of the Games (Unione Industriale di Torino, 
& Torino 2006, p. 11)
The simulations relate to the period 2005-2009 and estimate that the annual average 
increase in GDP could be just under 3% in Piedmont, and 0.2% for Italy. These 
figures seem to be particularly significant if we compare them to the low rates of 
growth for the Italian economy over the past few years.  For every million Euro 
spent, 21 full-time jobs would be created in Piedmont each year, giving an average 
total of around 54,000 new jobs and a 2.8% increase in the rate of employment. At 
national  level,  for  every million Euro spent,  around 22 full-time jobs  would be 
created each year, giving an average total of around 57,000 new jobs per annum and 
an annual increase in employment of 0.2%. The sectors gaining the greatest benefits 
in  terms  of  added  value  and  employment  would  be,  in  descending  order, 
construction, commerce, hotels and restaurants. 
These are the main results of the study which cannot be criticised as such, as they 
seem to be in line with the methodology used. 
However, criticisms can be levelled at the actual methodology used, which is based 
on  measuring  the  extent  to  which  the  expenditure  remunerates  the  factors  of 
production, i.e. capital  and labour. In this case, the injection of public money is 
always beneficial, as it always translates into greater added value. Many scholars 
(Dwyer & Mules, 2005; Kesenne, 2005; Clarke, 2004; Greer, Mauboules & Shaffer, 
2003) offer the cost-benefit analysis as an alternative and better method, since it 
considers the factors of production as  costs (in terms of opportunity costs) and only 
measures  the  consumers’  net  surplus.   Moreover,  the  cost-benefit  analysis  also 
considers  the  externalities  (e.g.  environmental  costs),  the  distribution-related 
aspects  of  the  expenditure  and its  funding (Ponti,  2006,  p.  2)  as  well  as,  more 
generally, all the costs and benefits affecting the local community which the market 
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does not recognise in monetary terms (such as the costs of congestion and increased 
security measures).
However,  the  promoters  of  events  involving  the  use  of  public  funds  prefer  an 
analysis based on added value, since this generally gives more favourable results 
than the costs-benefits analysis. 
Another debatable aspect of the study in question concerns the decision to include a 
very  large  group of  investments  in  the  model;  not  only  the  investments  in  the 
Olympic infrastructures, but also investments in a broader sense, other than those in 
“related” and “accompanying” public works. Considering that Olympic works in 
the broad sense only represent about 16-17% of the works considered by the Unione 
Industriale (Catalano & Arresta, 2006, pp. 68-79), one might reach the conclusion 
that the economic impact of the XX Games should be resized in a similar way. 
Finally,  the strong stimulus on the local economy which was highlighted by the 
Unione Industriale di Torino seems to conflict (as far as the construction industry is 
concerned,  and limited only to the Olympic  works in the strict  sense)  with the 
information  gleaned  from  the  data  of  Agenzia  Torino  2006  (P.  Perico, 
Administration, Finance & Contracts Director at Agenzia Torino 2006, personal e-
mail,  June 28,  2006).  These figures  show that  Piedmont-based businesses  were 
only awarded approximately 25% of the total value of the Olympic works. This 
information also highlights that Torino 2006 should have been an opportunity, only 
seized in part by the local economy, to build works that were significant in terms of 
technological  innovation  (a  feature  of  some  of  the  facilities)  and  speed  of 
construction, which is uncommon in Italy.  

8. Torino 2006 and opposition to the Games
From an economic point of view, there are five main reasons adopted by those 
opposing  the  Games  (Preuss,  2000,  pp.  254-5).  Let  us  now consider  them, and 
discuss how they may apply to Torino 2006.

1. Funding for the Olympics can lead to high borrowing borne by the host city.  
Among  others,  this  was  the  case  for  Montreal  1976  (Commissione  Royale 
Enquête, 1977), which ran up borrowings of US $ 2,729 million, mainly due to 
high infrastructure costs. Repayment affected taxation in the city of Montreal and 
the province of Quebec for thirty years.
This does not seem to be the case for Torino 2006: here, investment expenses 
were borne mainly by the state administration, and only a limited amount (US $ 
261 million) was borne by the City,  which intervened with a further US $ 84 
million to cover part of the TOROC deficit,  in the form of direct  support  for 
various expenses that would otherwise have fallen to the TOROC itself. The City 
of Turin budget supported expenditure of US $ 345 million, a mere fraction of 
the 2.8% of the whole expenditure, totalling around US $ 12,050 million (current 
and investment),  paid  out  by the  council  during  the  five  years  preceding  the 
Games (City of Turin, 2006). 

2. The funds used to organise the Games could have been spent better for other,  
less transient, purposes. 
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Two objections can be raised with regard to this statement. The first objection is 
that  it  is  impossible to  consider  an alternative  use  for  the funds  used for  the 
Games overall, due to the simple fact that such resources were available to the 
host  city  and  region,  because  of  the  Games  themselves.  In  other  words,  the 
alleged availability of alternative choices is largely fictitious: without the Games, 
those resources would simply not have been available. The figures for Torino 
2006 allow better explanation of this observation. In terms of investments, US $ 
145  million  came  from the  Italian  Government,  made  available  by  the  Law 
285/00, approved to finance the Olympic works: this represents approximately 
65%  of  the  amount  spent  overall.  The  remaining  35%  (equal  to  US  $  768 
million), as seen (table 6), was contributed by other parties. It is this sum  - and 
this alone - which, possibly, could have been destined for other purposes. This 
represents 21% of the total resources destined for organisation of the XX Games. 
The second objection is that the financial efforts made by the local community 
and the nation hosting the Games mainly have to do with the construction of 
works (but also the staging of events)  which remain at  the disposition of the 
country  even  after  the  Games  have  ended.  This  is  the  issue  of  tangible  and 
intangible  heritage  which  has  for  some  time  attracted  the  attention  of  social 
partners and observatories (for an overview: de Moragas, Kennett, & Puig, 2003). 
Even in the case of Torino 2006 the focus on heritage was a  constant in  the 
primary actions of the promotional committee, then of TOROC, although in a 
less systematic and analytical way than elsewhere (for example in Australia for 
Sydney 2000: see Australian Tourist Commission, 2001). Naturally, this does not 
mean that everything was done in the best way and planned with the necessary 
attention, but at least it meant that the goal of avoiding expenditure in itself  was 
well-known  to  the  parties  involved,  and  to  local  public  opinion  (OMERO 
contributed to the debate on heritage with the three volumes edited by Bobbio & 
Guala, 2002; Segre & Scamuzzi, 2004; Bondonio, Dansero, & Mela, 2006; other 
contributions  can be found in Müller,  Messing,  & Preuss,  2006, pp.323-417). 
Finally, it should be mentioned that certain interventions planned and completed 
by TOROC finance works that permanently improve certain features of the area 
(for example, see Table 6 – the environment, with expenditure of US $ 7 million 
and technological infrastructures, with US $ 301 million). 

3. The Games are always staged to the benefit of the wealthy, to the detriment of  
those in need.

Apart from its partly ideological foundations, leaving aside factual arguments, 
this statement assumes greater relevance in cases where the urban renewal that 
accompanies the organisation of the Games involves changes to the social fabric 
which  characterises  urban  centres,  in  favour  of  the  wealthier  classes  and  by 
expelling the weaker classes, as has sometimes happened. In the case of Torino 
2006,  apart  from  the  obvious  confirmation  that  the  expenditure  for  the  XX 
Games did not finance welfare policies, it does not seem possible to state that the 
expenditure only benefited the wealthier section of the population. The new road 
and communications infrastructures are useful for the entire population; after the 
Olympics,  the  ice  rinks  in  Turin  will  be  used for  trade  fairs,  congresses  and 
shows, activities which are expected to bring in revenue for the city and all its 
residents. The facilities built in the numerous mountain venues will increase the 
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attractiveness  of  such  areas,  with  a  view  to  economically  sustainable  re-use 
(especially in relation to a planned Olympic Park for Torino 2006: Bondonio, 
2006);  the  Olympic  villages  have  varied  uses:  university  halls  of  residence 
(which will almost double the availability of places at Turin's two universities), 
homes sold on the market or used for social or hotel functions. 
More generally speaking, the overall funds invested in Torino 2006 will yield 
results that will, in various ways, benefit the entire population to the extent to 
which Turin and the Olympic areas manage to exploit the communication tool 
that  was  Torino  2006.  One  of  the  express  objectives  of  the  regional 
administration is to increase tourism’s role in creating gross domestic product for 
the entire region from its  current  2.2% to 4.8% (the average value for Italy), 
within a five-year period.  

4. Employment benefits from the Games are always short-term  
Certainly, the impact from the injection of funds from outside, if not renewed, 
will weaken over time. In the case of Torino 2006, however, it has been seen that, 
considering all the funds which flowed into the area, linked directly or indirectly 
to  the  Games,  the  economic  effects  (in  terms  of  increase  of  GDP  and 
employment)  are  not  only  large  but  have  also  spread  beyond  the  region’s 
boundaries - for a period of time spanning several years after the Games. Other 
funds could permanently flow in, if Turin, the Olympic valleys and the whole of 
Piedmont manages to consolidate its new tourist vocation. Other positive aspects, 
not necessarily short-term, could materialise if we extend the cases highlighted 
by  the  media  of  businesses  based  in  Turin  which  are  now  creating  new 
international  alliances,  encouraged by the good reputation that  Turin  won for 
itself with the success of the XX Games (Cassi, 2006). 
The excellent response to the XX Games, the City and the Olympic Valleys leads 
us to think that this may be possible. This response was expressed on the TOROC 
website in reply to a survey run by the OMERO Group, of 670 guests of sponsors 
during the Games (of whom 246 were Italian and 424 foreign). Here we show the 
feeling expressed in relation to the Games by this sample of spectators, in reply 
to the question “How did you feel most frequently during your stay? (2 answers 
were allowed).

Figure 5 – Answers of 670 guests of Torino 2006 sponsors to the question “How did 
you feel most frequently during your stay?” (2 answers were allowed).

Source: Survey of OMERO on www.torino2006.it  (S. Scamuzzi, personal email, 
March 23, 2006)

Moreover, 93% of Italian and 71% of foreign interviewed people expressed the 
will to come again to Turin, and  Turin has revealed better than expected for 72% 
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of  foreign  and  (more  surprisingly)  for  84%  of  Italian  inteviewed  people 
(Scamuzzi S., 2006). 

5. Staging  of  the  Games  can  lead  to  a  local  price  increase  which  is  not  
reabsorbed at the end of the event. 

As  standard  economic  theory  states,  an  increase  in  demand  activated  by 
additional flows of funding in preparation for the Games (investment expenses) 
and consumer goods and services activated by the Olympic family, the media and 
visitors  while  the  Games  are  being  held,  can  have  an  effect  on  prices,  the 
dimension of which depends on factors such as the relative size of additional 
income flows, the state of the local economy, the existence and size of margins of 
unused production capacity in various sectors of the economy and the speed at 
which they are activated. 
For Torino 2006 we were able to use two yardsticks to test this hypothesis, both 
referring to Turin itself: house prices and the prices of certain consumer goods 
and services used by visitors (but also by residents). 
On  the  housing  market,  the  five-year  period  2001-2005  during  which  the 
Olympic works were completed was characterised by a thriving market in the 
construction  of  new  buildings,  and  also  a  constant  price  rise.  However,  this 
phenomenon is common to other Italian cities (Nomisma 2002, 2003, 2004 and 
2005; Nomisma, 2006).  The 13 largest Italian cities (including Turin) actually 
recorded  the  following  average  rates  of  annual  price  increase  for  housing 
compared to the previous year (the latest figures refer to the period of June 2006 
compared to June 2005): 7.9; 9.5; 9.8; 10.8; 8.4 and 6.8 per cent. In the same 
years,  with the sole exception of 2002, house prices in Turin always recorded 
more limited increases and even fell (by 0.5%) during the past year.  
For consumer goods, we considered the monthly trend in three groups of services 
in  the  statistical  category  “Accommodation  and  catering”  (source:  Statistics 
Department  at  Turin  City  Council).  Only  prices  for  hotel  services  showed 
significant increases during the two months of January and February 2006 (+7% 
overall). However, in March 2006 the index fell and remained stable over the two 
following  months.  Price  increases  recorded by restaurants  and pizzerias  were 
more limited (+ 2.4%), although the increases continue, more gradually, during 
the three following months, accumulating a further + 1.4%. Finally, bar prices 
recorded a rise of 2.7% during the two months of the Olympics, followed by a 
slight fall in March (-0.3%), followed by stability in April and May.
Thus we can argue that, as far as it has been possible to observe, the XX Winter 
Games in Turin was not accompanied by a significant inflationary drive which 
could reduce residents’ spending power.

Of course, many other issues have been raised by opponents of the Games: their 
excessive commercialisation (mostly linked to the role given to sponsors on the 
Olympic agenda); the environmental impact of the works, particularly significant in 
a  delicate  environment  such  as  the  mountain  area;  strictly  political  arguments 
(which can be summarised as the paradoxical imbalance between the high, rising 
costs for the itinerant organisation of the Games which have an impact on the local 
and national communities, and the benefits which are strongly concentrated in the 
restricted international oligarchy chosen via cooptation, which governs the entire 
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Olympic  movement  via  the  IOC,  a  Swiss-law,  private  non-governmental 
association).  These  issues  were  promptly  echoed  and  argued,  with  a  wealth  of 
references, also by local  opponents to Torino 2006  (Bertone & Degiorgis, 2006).
However,  an attempt to follow these criticisms would take us beyond the limits 
permitted by this article. 

9. Conclusions
How  does  the  “Torino  model”  compare  to  the  “Barcelona  model”,  which  the 
promoters of Torino 2006 expressly considered on more than one occasion? The 
latter  can  be  summarised,  in  the  words  of  Ferran  Brunet  (2004,  p.154),  with  a 
recommendation  to  organise  the  Games  so  as  to:  “maximise  the  investments 
attracted,  minimise  the  costs  of  organisation,  maximise  private  funding  and 
minimise the cost for taxpayers”.  
As  we  have  seen,  the  XX  edition  of  the  Olympic  Games  was  certainly  an 
“expensive”  edition,  as  was  Barcelona,  considering  the  significant  public 
expenditure commitments in terms of infrastructure (not only sports-related) aimed 
at speeding up the redevelopment process for Turin and the Olympic Valleys, and 
creating a new identity for Piedmont’s capital city,  giving greater impulse to the 
tourist industry.  
In  both  cases,  the  staging  of  the  Games  (both  winter  and  summer)  acted  as  a 
catalyst  for  energy  that  the  cities  had  begun  to  devote  to  a  process  of  urban 
transformation, with the aim of reshaping their roles for the future.  
In  the  case  of  Barcelona,  this  process  culminated  in  success  (evidenced  by  its 
transition  from  11th  place  in  1990  to  6th place  in  2002  in  the  ranking  of  the 
attractiveness of European cities: Brunet, 2004, p. 162). Certainly, this success has 
continued over time, reaching dimensions that,  in terms of added value created, 
infrastructure built, and jobs generated, are multipliers of the original drive which 
came from Olympic expenditure (Brunet, 2004). To remain within the funds used to 
finance infrastructures, for example, during the period 1986-92 Barcelona spent the 
equivalent of approximately US$ 9,825 million (at 2000 prices) on works which 
originated at the Games but which could also be used when the event was over, and 
over the next 12 months, it spent approximately further US$ 9,100 million which 
financed  investments  in  urban  economic  infrastructures.  Other  investments  in 
infrastructure, again in Barcelona and the surrounding area, of approximately US$ 
18,470 million, were planned for the period 2004-2010 (Brunet, 2004, p. 160).
For  Turin,  what  can be said at  the  moment  is  that  the investments  in  Olympic 
works, although on a significant scale, are, as we have seen, (v. above § 7), only a 
modest proportion (corresponding to 16-17%), in terms of expenditure, of the total 
infrastructure investments planned for the urban area during the period including 
the run-up to the XX Winter Olympics.   
As regards the ability to attract private infrastructure investment, the Turin model 
is,  up to now, inferior to that of Barcelona: approximately 6% compared to the 
32.7% of Barcelona (Brunet, 1995, p. 8).
As far as the costs of organising the Games are concerned, Barcelona spent US$ 
1,969 (at 2000 prices), just over Turin’s US$ 1,333 million. The value for Turin is 
part of a growing trend in costs for the WOG (see table 3), which are privately 
financed to the tune of approximately 85% of the total (see §3).
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 Although it is still too early to assess the real long-term benefits that the Olympics 
have brought to the city of Turin (and to its Olympic valleys), it is clear that one of 
the thorniest issues is the decision of how to use the “weighty” Olympic heritage, 
with a view to stimulating the tourist industry.   The first issue to be dealt with 
regards the use of the sports facilities constructed for the Olympics, featuring avant 
garde technologies, which will remain such, the best in the world, at least until the 
Vancouver  Olympics  in  2010 (and the best  in Europe at  least  until  2014).  The 
period immediately after the Games is therefore extremely delicate,  because the 
decisions made will then directly influence the future and local development. It is 
therefore essential not to “take a wrong turning” and to analyse the possibilities on 
the horizon very carefully. This leads to the issue of the heritage of Torino 2006, 
which  we  do  not  intend  to  deal  with  directly  in  this  article  (for  analysis  and 
discussion see Bondonio, Dansero, & Mela, 2006 and Dansero, & De Leonardis, 
2006).The Olympic heritage must therefore represent an additional possibility for 
Turin and its valleys, and the whole of Piedmont as a result. 
Finally, we believe it should be emphasised that the success of an Olympic event 
cannot only be determined by a surplus of revenue of its OCOG. A series of factors 
should be taken into account, many of which, despite being extremely important, do 
not appear on balance sheets because they are intangible and therefore cannot be 
expressed  in  monetary  terms.  We are  referring,  in  particular,  to  the  process  of 
creating a new image and identity for the city, the increase in human capital,  in 
terms of improving workers' skills, national and international recognition of the city 
and the  “Olympic  territories”  through extensive  media  exposure,  and creating a 
strong sense of solidarity and belonging to a place, for the citizens themselves. All 
things that, to a great deal, happened during the XX WOG, and as an effect of them.
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